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Enterprises today need real-time visibility into operations across their different business units, in order to smoothly navigate rapidly changing market conditions. Tighter oversight of operations can contribute to higher quality products and services, and improved business agility, thereby boosting sales. However, large companies have implemented a complex web of processes—including those pertaining to core operations, logistics and finance—that are difficult to manage without digital platforms. Enterprises are therefore increasingly turning to cloud-based technology services to gain greater visibility into various business processes.

Tata Consultancy Services’ (TCS) Implementation Services for Oracle Cloud Applications help firms ‘go live’ swiftly with cloud services, while addressing varied business challenges. We facilitate a hassle-free migration to ‘pay-as-you-go’, cloud-based applications that enable an integrated, company-wide view of business operations, and higher operating efficiency.

Overview

Companies across geographies and industries want their business applications to be available on demand, at all times. Additionally, enterprise users want business applications to include rich features such as superior interface, advanced data analytics and portability. Traditional business application suites, which tend to be capital intensive, fail to meet most of these requirements. On the other hand, cloud-based services can provide enhanced functionality, while ensuring cost optimization and faster implementation.

TCS’ Implementation Services for Oracle Cloud Applications is a fixed scope offering that accelerates firms’ migration to Oracle’s latest cloud services in weeks. We orchestrate complex cloud transformations, leveraging Oracle Cloud Applications at competitive costs. Our offering comprises variations of cloud services—embedded with enhanced user experience, high quality analytics, and mobility—aimed at addressing your specific business requirements.

Our Solution

TCS has developed a set of Express Plus offerings for rapid implementation of Oracle Cloud applications, with the following variations:
- **Express HCM**: Comprises complete cloud HCM services including core HR, talent management, compensation management, benefits, payroll, recruitment and onboarding, learning management and related self-services, or a select combination of these functions
- **Express Financials**: Provides insight into core financials. Customers can choose to include accounting hub or cloud procurement to address their business needs
- **Express Procurement**: Includes applications for complete cloud procurement comprising self-service procurement, purchasing, inventory, supplier portal, sourcing, procurement contract, out of box reports, or a select combination of these functions
- **Express Order Management**: Provisions cloud applications linked to order management and global order promising

Benefits

TCS’ Implementation Services for Oracle Cloud Applications help you reap the following benefits:

- **Reduced TCO**: Reduce the total cost of ownership of your technology assets with a ‘vanilla’ implementation of Oracle Cloud Applications based on industry best practices; opt for either private, public or hybrid cloud strategies, depending on cost and business considerations
- **Superior business agility**: Gain distinct competitive advantage by adopting innovative business strategies; harness business applications that are available ‘on demand’ to respond to dynamic market conditions
- **Enhanced business oversight**: Gain better visibility into firm-wide processes; use advanced data analytics to enhance strategic decision making
- **Faster cloud migration**: Reduce efforts related to configuration of cloud services by more than 60%; cut the cycle time for migration to cloud by over 40%; accrue savings to the tune of 50% in testing cloud applications before go-live
- **Reduced risk and faster Time to Market**: Accelerate migration using TCS Cloud adoption toolkit: Cloud Adoption Assessment Utility, Automated configuration management, Testing Automation, Real time monitoring and automated data migration

The TCS Advantage

By partnering with TCS, you can leverage the following differentiators:

- **Implementation track record**: TCS has implemented Oracle Cloud Applications across various verticals and geographies. We have facilitated successful Oracle cloud migrations for a major US retailer, a US hi-technology manufacturer, a Middle Eastern event and facility management company, major telecom companies in Europe and South Africa, a Singaporean offshore marine engineering firm and several other leading organizations.
- **Oracle partnership**: TCS is well placed to help you transition to cloud services, as we are a co-development partner with Oracle for Oracle Cloud Applications. We have a complete set of offerings around Oracle Cloud – from consulting and implementation to support services to help you develop the strategy and roadmap for smooth execution of the engagement
- **Domain and technological expertise**: TCS has large pool of Oracle Cloud Applications implementation certified associates, teamed with proven accelerators and methodologies to ensure success of your cloud implementation.
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About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery Model™, recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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